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Earthquake-faulting-related deformation in soil evidenced in
S-wave shallow reflection data: Field results from Portugal

João Carvalho1, Ranajit Ghose2, Daniela Alves3, and Jaime Leote1

ABSTRACT

Expressions of ductile, soft-sediment deformations induced
by ground movements due to past earthquakes are difficult to
recognize in near-surface soils. We have carried out shallow
S-wave reflection studies in a seismically active area located
northeast of metropolitan Lisbon, Portugal. Identifying shallow
disturbed zones and hidden fault segments in this area is impor-
tant but quite difficult because of small vertical slips due to
earthquakes, the Holocene alluvial cover hiding the fault seg-
ments, and a high rate of surficial sedimentation. We have per-
formed S-wave reflection profiling at two sites — Vila Franca
Xira and Castanheira de Ribatejo. We detected different but in-
terrelated evidence of soft-sediment deformation in the seismic
data. This evidence includes sharp lateral changes in the S-wave

velocity field; changes in the reflection horizons in stacked sec-
tions; aligned diffractions in unmigrated sections; discontinuities
in common-offset gathers; and discontinuities, backscattered, and
diffracted arrivals in common-source gathers. Though not equally
clear everywhere, this evidence is recognizable at many locations
where earthquake-motion-induced disturbed zones are inter-
preted. To confirm these interpretations, we have performed syn-
thetic modeling of a seismic wavefield using the same acquisition
geometry as in the field experiments, and with multiple disturbed
zones present as vertical emplacements through horizontally ly-
ing soil layers. The modeling results resemble the observations in
field data. It is possible to confirm the signatures of soft-sediment
deformation in the shallow S-wave reflection data. The approach
that we used will be useful in many seismically active, soil-
covered areas in the world.

INTRODUCTION

In seismically active areas, the recognition and characterization
of possible earthquake-faulting-related deformations hidden in the
sediments or soil layers at shallow depths are important for many
reasons. By exposing the upper few meters of soils across an active
fault, paleoseismologists hope to find disturbed ancient soil layers
or other traces left by past earthquakes. If we know the time of the
last large earthquake and how often prehistoric earthquakes occur,
then it is possible to estimate the probability of the next big earth-
quake. It is also known that the observed ground acceleration is
strongly controlled by the distribution and composition of the shal-
low soil/sediment layers. An extremely thin layer of clay sediment
below the ocean floor was the primary cause of the huge tsunami
associated with the 2011 Tohoku earthquake (e.g., Chester et al.,

2013). A thin layer of water-swelling clay in a fault zone can
act as a lubricant during an earthquake slip. Small fault displace-
ments produce general distortion of the soil, before larger displace-
ments generate a shear localization at the base of a soil layer near
the bedrock. The differential movement across a fault-rupture com-
monly dissipates as the rupture propagates toward the ground sur-
face through unconsolidated earth materials, and the characteristics
of the soil overlying the bedrock fault strongly influence the
observed fault-rupture propagation behavior (Bray et al., 1994).
It is, therefore, critical to be able to recognize and characterize
the deformation zones in the shallow soil layers due to deeper earth-
quake-related faulting to relate the deformation to the local soil
structure. Finally, identification of shallow-faulting-related defor-
mation in sediments or soils is crucial also from hydrogeologic
and engineering perspectives. A conceptual hydrogeologic model
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of flow within a fault zone and surrounding area is essential to as-
sess the potential for enhanced vertical connectivity between the
shallow fractured zones/aquifers and the deeper ones.
There are two common approaches for investigating shallow

faults: shallow trenching and geophysical exploration. Digging a
trench across a fault and dating the soils disturbed by prior earth-
quakes is the best approach for investigating the history of earth-
quake faults. Although trenching and drilling offer direct ground
truth, they cannot generally be carried out in urbanized or cultivated
areas, and being invasive and localized in nature, they are usually
performed when the location of a shallow fault is a priori anticipated
based on other evidences. Seismic traveltime tomography or ground-
penetrating radar (GPR) surveys are promising approaches to inves-
tigate shallow faults, provided the quality of data is high. In areas
with soft sediments and a high water content and where the velocity
contrast between the fault segments (containing material that has
undergone ductile deformation) and the adjacent sediments is low,
seismic tomographic inversion of traveltimes generally has insuffi-
cient resolution, given the frequency band and signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) typical of field seismic data. The GPR has depth-penetration
problems in clayey environments with a shallow water table. Of the
various geophysical methods, seismic reflections generally offer a
good resolution to study the shallow fault zones (e.g., Woolery et al.,
1993; Benson and Mustoe, 1995; Floyd et al., 2001; Williams et al.,
2001; Sugiyama et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004; Harris, 2009; Camp-
bell et al., 2010). In case of soft soils, S-waves generally offer better
results than P-waves not only because of the higher resolution due to
much lower velocity and hence smaller wavelengths, but also owing
to a greater sensitivity of S-waves to the subtle changes in the soil

type or composition (e.g., Brouwer et al., 1997; Ghose and Goud-
swaard, 2004; Ghose, 2012). The vast majority of previous studies
involving shallow seismic reflections to illuminate a fault zone relied
on detecting a displacement in one or more reflection horizons due to
faulting, generally observed in the stacked section. Such clear discon-
tinuity in a reflection horizon is discernible only when the faulting-
related displacement of a layer boundary is significant with respect to
seismic wavelength. This is, however, often not the case.
Identification of faulting-related soft-sediment deformation in the

shallow seismic reflection data is generally a challenging task. This is
because the faulting-related displacement of a soil-layer boundary is
often quite small compared to the seismic wavelength, or the shallow
fault zone is steeply dipping, or the background noise in the data is
high, or a combination of these factors. In such cases, the evidence of
deformation can be mistaken as a change in the very shallow region, a
lateral change in geology, or a velocity anomaly. More importantly,
the faulting-related deformation in soft (Holocene) sediments differs
greatly from the brittle deformation in more compacted soils or hard
rocks. Brittle deformation produces a steplike displacement of a layer
boundary. Ductile soft-sediment deformations, on the other hand,
result in grain reorganization, disaggregation bands, intrusion of
liquefied sand along weak zones, water escape structures, slumping,
steplike undulation of a layer boundary due to synsedimentary fault-
ing, mixing of material in shear zone, and wedgelike penetration of
material with a different hydromechanical property (e.g., Vanneste
et al., 1999; Neuwerth et al., 2006; van Loon, 2009; Fossen, 2010;
Alsop and Marco, 2011; Suter et al., 2011). Figure 1 illustrates a few
examples of these types of deformations.
As part of a large project, we had the opportunity to carry out a

detailed search using high-resolution seismic reflection surveys in a
seismically active area located northeast of the metropolitan Lisbon,
Portugal. Identifying shallow faults in this area is especially difficult
due to small vertical slips due to earthquakes, Holocene alluvial cover
hiding many fault segments, and high rate of surficial erosion. A shal-
low water table and a lack of geologic markers limit the success of
investigation based on trenching alone. The focus of our research was
on recognizing the evidences of seismogenic soft-sediment deforma-
tion hidden in the very shallow soil layers of the Lower Tagus Valley
region, using shallow S-wave reflections. The tectonic deformation in
this area is accommodated by displacements along numerous sepa-
rate fault segments. Because of the proximity of a large metropolitan
area and the past history of major catastrophic earthquakes in the
region, the outcome of this study is important to seismologists and
earthquake engineers. Ghose et al. (2013) present new evidences of
deformation at one single fault segment at a given location. In this
paper, we present detailed results on several fault segments at two
different sites, showing multiple signatures of ductile, soft-sediment
deformation associated with earthquake faulting. The observation is
corroborated by the results of synthetic modeling. Through a system-
atic integration of multiple evidences of faulting-related deformation
in soft sediments, we propose an approach that leads to increased
confidence in the identification of disturbed zones and the associated
changes in the shallow subsoil.

GEOLOGIC SETTING AND PREVIOUS WORK

Mainland Portugal is located approximately 200 km north of the
Africa-Iberia plate boundary (Figure 2a). Portugal experiences oc-
casionally destructive earthquakes, originated not only at this plate
boundary but also at local intraplate faults. These local faults have

Figure 1. Examples of typical seismogenic ductile deformation in
soft sediments: (a) vertical intrusion of liquefied material (Alsop
and Marco, 2011), (b) folds in a slump structure (van Loon, 2009),
(c) clastic megadike with a distinct central pipe and pipe halo (after
Pisarska-Jamro and Weckwerth, 2013), and (d) step like folding
(Alsop and Marco, 2011).
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low slip rates like the faults in southeastern Spain, in Rhine graben,
or in Mongolia (e.g., Perea et al., 2003; Ferry et al., 2005). They can
produce moderate to large earthquakes, causing major damage and
loss of lives. The destructive earthquakes in this region recur at an
approximate interval of 200 years (Cabral et al., 2003; Carvalho
et al., 2006). The shallow fault segments and disturbed zones are
difficult to identify in the Holocene sediments because the small
scarps generated by these earthquakes are easily erased by the sur-
face processes during the long return period.
Figure 2b shows the location of the Vila Franca de Xira (VFX)

fault. Our study area is marked. The area is located close to the city
of Vila Franca Xira, which is only 25 km northeast of the densely
populated metropolitan Lisbon. The VFX fault is thought to have
been active through the Holocene and responsible for several dam-
aging earthquakes that affected the city of Lisbon and neighboring
cities, such as in 1344 (e.g., Cabral et al., 2003), 1531 (Justo and
Salwa, 1998), 1807 (Bensaúde et al., 2011), and 1909 (Cabral et al.,
2013). The disastrous 1531 (MM VIII-IX) Lisbon earthquake
caused more than 1000 fatalities (Justo and Salwa, 1998).
In a nearly 20 km long outcrop, the VFX fault expresses in the

field as an east-verging reverse fault. The fault affects the upper
Miocene (Tortonian) and older deposits; earlier seismic data suggest
that the slip on the fault continued to even younger deposits (Cabral
et al., 2003). No direct evidence of faulting was, however, detected
in the post-Miocene sediments that outcrop on the eastern side of
the fault zone.
The VFX fault zone has clear expressions in the potential field

data (Carvalho et al., 2008, 2011) and oil-industry P-wave seismic
reflection data (Rasmussen et al., 1998; Carvalho et al., 2005). Sev-
eral fault segments at depths beyond 40 m were interpreted based on
P-wave seismic reflection and borehole data (Carvalho et al., 2006).
However, the limited resolution in the P-wave reflection data in the
top 40 m made it impossible to identify any faulting-related feature
in the Holocene sediments. This led to the acquisition in 2009 of an
S-wave seismic reflection data set at the same location (Ghose et al.,
2013). This study revealed for the first time that the VFX fault af-
fected the alluvial deposits at a depth as shallow as 10 m.
From boreholes that were earlier drilled in this area, it is known

that the top 1.5 m of man-made soil cover is underlain by a low-
strength, black, muddy layer, which goes down to 8–10 m depth.
From this depth till approximately 22–25 m, it is silty mud. Beyond
that, the soil becomes more sandy, finally reaching a clayey sand-
stone layer below 30 m. The presence of faulting in the Holocene
sediments could not be inferred from the sparse drilling data and
typical alluvial depositional patterns.

FIELD MEASUREMENTS AND DATA
PROCESSING: HIGH-RESOLUTION

S-WAVE REFLECTION

S-wave reflection data were acquired at two sites: VFX and Cas-
tanheira do Ribatejo (CDR). The two sites are separated by approx-
imately 2 km and are located in the alluvial plane, approximately
0.5 km east of an exposed fault scarp (see Figure 2b). The goal was
to look for multiple fault segments and disturbed zones in the shal-
lowest part of the VFX fault zone beneath the Holocene alluvial
cover. S-wave reflection data acquisition involved a sledge-hammer
source made of a wooden plank approximately 2.5 m long and ori-
ented in the crossline (SH) direction and pressed by the wheels of a

jeep. Walk-away noise tests were performed first to optimize the
acquisition parameters and ensure no spatial and temporal aliasing.
The data were sampled at 1 kHz Nyquist frequency (0.5 ms time
sampling). The recorded trace length was 1 s. An inline end-
on acquisition geometry was used to acquire the data. Forty-eight
horizontal geophones were planted at 0.75 m spacing. The vertical
(source) stack count was four. The minimum source-receiver offset
was 4 m. The source and receivers were moved each time by one
receiver spacing. To avoid artifacts due to varying common mid-
point (CMP) fold across the line, 36 geophone channels in end-
on geometry were used in generating the stacked section, resulting
in a constant CMP fold of 18. We also generated the stacked section
using 48-channel shot gathers to look for any significant improve-
ment, but the difference was small.
At VFX, the orientation of the seismic line was chosen such that

the line crossed an anticipated fault segment in the middle (based on
available P-wave data of Carvalho et al., 2006). The location for the
profile at the second site (CDR) was selected by drawing an exten-
sion of a nearby fault outcrop and taking into consideration earlier
fault interpretation at the VFX site.
The surface condition at both sites was very dry. The water table

depth was approximately 2 m at both sites. At VFX, the profile
was located on a compacted embankment of approximately 2 m
thickness, whereas at CDR, the line was shot on a less-compacted
pedestrian path made of local soils. The dry and compacted em-
bankment at VFX site has been helpful in producing relatively high-

Figure 2. (a) Seismotectonic setting of Portugal along with the dis-
tribution of earthquakes and the study area (white-bordered rectangle)
(after Jiménez-Munt and Negredo, 2003). (b) Simplified geology, the
locations of the study area, the VFX fault and VFX and CDR shear-
wave seismic profile locations.
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frequency shear waves and negligible surface (Love) waves. At
CDR, the surface waves are prominent. To prevent weakening or
losing any signature of shallow faulting in the data, the data process-
ing was restricted to the minimum essential steps. The processing
flow was nearly the same for the two data sets and involved geom-
etry installation, vertical stacking, trace editing, first-arrival muting,
gain correction, spectral whitening (30–90 Hz), band-pass filtering
(25–120 Hz), velocity analysis, residual static correction, again
velocity analysis, and CMP stacking.

The CDR data set is much noisier than the VFX data set due to
ongoing agricultural and transportation activities in the field during
the acquisition of seismic data. To remove surface waves in the
CDR data set, early muting and a smooth dip filter were applied.
Care was taken to ensure that the dip filter did not introduce any
artifacts. Finally, a prestack time migration (PSTM) using a Kirch-
hoff algorithm was carried out for the VFX data set, and PSTM was
preferred to poststack migration due to conflicting moveouts of the
reflection hyperbolae in this data set. For the CDR data, FK DMO
(Hale, 1984) was followed by the poststack migration (Stolt, 1978).
To stack the data, we used a velocity function obtained from horizon
velocity analysis (see the subsection “Local changes in rms veloc-
ity from automatic HOVA”) and constant velocity stacks. The
S-wave stacked sections for the VFX and CDR sites are shown
in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Note the high resolution in the
stacked images that has been achieved through the use of S-waves.
The S-wave velocity (VS) in the alluvial soil layers generally varies
between 80 and 120 m∕s. The predominant frequency in the data is
in 50–80 Hz frequency range, resulting generally in a wavelength of
1–2 m and a resolution of 0.5 m or finer. The high-resolution details
in the seismic data, in addition to the intrinsic sensitivity of S-waves
to subtle changes in soil type (e.g., Ghose, 2003; Ghose and Goud-
swaard, 2004), are useful in detecting changes in soil due to fault-
ing-induced soft sediment deformation.

FAULTING-RELATED DEFORMATION IN SOIL:
SYNTHESIS OF MULTIPLE SIGNATURES

IN S-WAVE REFLECTIONS

As remarked earlier, when the displacement of a layer boundary
due to seismogenic faulting is a significant fraction or multiple of
the seismic wavelength, it is straightforward to interpret that on the
stacked seismic reflection section. However, quite often that is not
the case, especially in case of deformation in near-surface soils due

to earthquake-induced ground shaking. Addi-
tionally, in case of ductile deformation of soft
sediments, there is generally no sharp (brittle)
displacement of a layer boundary. On the con-
trary, the local flow paths of the liquefied
material dominate the deformation pattern (Fig-
ure 1). To recognize/interpret such changes in
soil on high-resolution seismic reflection data,
a preferred approach will be to search for multi-
ple signatures of such changes in the observed
seismic wavefield. In case several independently
extracted features point to the occurrence of
faulting-related deformation in soil, then that en-
hances the confidence of interpretation.
In our study, we have found the following six

evidences of soft-sediment deformation in the S-
wave reflection data at each field location where
the presence of such disturbances are suspected:
(1) local changes in the VS determined by hori-
zon-consistent velocity analysis (HOVA) of pri-
mary reflection events, (2) structural changes/
disturbances in the reflection horizons in the
stacked section, (3) aligned diffractions in the un-
migrated stacked sections, (4) discontinuity or
undulation in common-offset gathers (COGs),

Figure 3. Unmigrated (a) and migrated (b) S-wave stacked section at
VFX. The main reflection horizons (Refl.1 and Refl.2) in this area are
verified in independent borehole measurements. Dotted ellipses in the
unmigrated section mark regions with aligned diffractions.

Figure 4. Unmigrated (a) and migrated (b) S-wave stacked section at CDR. The main
reflection horizons (Refl.1, Refl.2, and Refl.3) in this area are verified in independent
borehole measurements. Dotted ellipses in the unmigrated section mark regions with
aligned diffractions.
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(5) discontinuity or undulation in reflection moveout in COGs, and
(6) backscattered and diffracted energy from the disturbed zone. All
of these six evidences do not manifest clearly at every location.
Although some of these evidences are interrelated, their simultane-
ous presence at a given location is confirmatory. Some causes may
contribute to all of these features, whereas others contribute to a part
of them. For a reliable interpretation, it is necessary to carry out
forward modeling of seismic wave propagation mimicking the field
acquisition geometry and earthquake-induced, multiple disturbed
zones in soil. Next, we look at these evidences in the VFX and
CDR data sets.

Local changes in rms velocity from automatic HOVA

It is shown earlier that subtle changes in the subsoil may not be
recognizable in S-wave stacked section, but they may be manifested
in the VS field (Ghose and Goudswaard, 2004). Therefore, we ex-
amine carefully the lateral variation in VS along a reflection horizon.
We select the prominent, laterally continuous reflection horizons at
sites VFX and CDR. At VFX, there are two distinct reflectors
(Refl.1 and Refl.2 in Figure 3) present at approximately 200 and
420 ms two-way times, respectively, whereas at CDR, there is an
additional strong reflector with a two-way time approximately
500 ms (Refl.3 in Figure 4) — distinct between 0 and 120 m field
locations. According to nearby well data, the 200 ms reflection hori-
zon corresponds to a low-strength sand to silty-mud boundary at
approximately 10 m depth and the 420 ms event corresponds to
a silty-mud to dense-sand boundary at 22–25 m. The 500-ms event
is probably the base of the alluvium, as found in borehole data. The
two-way (normal moveout) time of these main reflection events are
picked by digital search of the peak amplitude within a given time
window (TW) for every trace (CMP location) in the stacked sections
(Figures 3 and 4). These picked horizon times are indicated by red
lines in Figures 5a and 6a for the VFX and CDR
sites, respectively. Next, a TW around the auto-
matically picked peak amplitude at each of these
horizons is chosen. The semblance value for the
chosen reflection event in each CMP gather is
then estimated for all possible stacking velocities,
assuming a flat reflector. In case of our data, the
dip of the layers is rather small (even considering
the dipping horizon Refl.2 at CDR), and therefore,
the effect of data smearing is small.
Figure 5b shows the result of HOVA for reflec-

tion horizon Refl.1 (two-way time approximately
200 ms) at the VFX site. True and relative (scaled
to the maximum amplitude in a trace) amplitudes
were calculated, and different TW were used.
The results were little affected as the TW lengths
varied, indicating estimation stability. When the
maximum offset in the CMP gather was altered,
the result remained stable. The value of the esti-
mated semblance is shown in color in which deep
blue corresponds to the highest semblance. Fig-
ure 5c shows the results for horizon Refl.2 (two-
way time approximately 420 ms event) at VFX
also for a TW of 50 ms. We notice that there are
distinct steplike changes (marked by arrows in
Figure 5b and 5c) in the maximum semblance
velocity at several locations along horizons

Refl.1 and Refl.2 at VFX. Arrows indicate locations where the
velocity change is larger than 10 m∕s. These VS changes have been
shown only inside the constant fold part of the profile (bounded by
vertical dashed lines in Figure 5b and 5c). Most of these velocity
changes are located in areas that spatially coincide with the location
of disturbances observed in the stacked sections (see the subsection

Figure 5. Result of HOVA at the VFX site: (a) automatic horizon
picks (red lines) for Refl.1 and Refl.2, (b) result of HOVA for Refl.1
with TW length of 50 ms, (c) result of HOVA for Refl.2 with TW
50 ms. Locations showing steplike changes in the rms velocity by at
least 10 m∕s and which are located inside the constant CMP-fold
part of the profile (dashed vertical lines in [b and c]) are marked by
arrows. Letters A to F indicate locations where there are generally
disturbances in the main reflection horizons in the stacked section
(see yellow-shaded areas in [a] and in Figure 3).

Figure 6. Result of HOVA at the CDR site: (a) automatic horizon picks (red lines) for
Refl.1, Refl.2, and Refl.3, (b) result of HOVA for Refl.1 with TW 70 ms, (c) result of
HOVA for Refl. 2 with TW 70 ms, (d) result of HOVA for Refl. 3 with TW 70 ms. Areas
showing steplike changes in the rms velocity, which are not less than 10 m∕s and which
are located inside the constant CMP-fold part of the profile (dashed vertical lines) are
marked by arrows. Letters A to E indicate these locations, where there are also generally
disturbances in the main reflection horizons in the stacked section (yellow-shaded areas
in [a] and in Figure 4).
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“Disturbances in the main reflection horizons in stacked section”)
and have been highlighted by yellow bands and letters A to F in
Figure 5a. These steplike lateral changes in the root-mean-square
(rms) velocity are more conspicuous for horizon Refl.1 than for
horizon Refl.2. The magnitude (value of semblance) of these veloc-
ity changes is indicative of the clarity/strength of the estimate. Be-
cause the entire analysis is done automatically, it is necessary to
keep the range of the displayed semblance narrow, to reduce the
effect of noise present in the data.
Figure 6b–6d shows similarly the results of HOVA for reflection

horizons Refl.1, Refl.2, and Refl.3, respectively, for the CDR site.
Here, the semblance values for TW length of 70 ms are shown in
color. True amplitudes are used. Lateral changes in the estimated
rms velocity larger than 10 m∕s along the chosen horizons are ap-
parent at several locations (marked by arrows in Figure 6b and 6c);
however, they are not as clear as in the VFX site.

Disturbances in the main reflection horizons in stacked
section

Next, we revisit the stacked section at VFX (Figure 3) and ex-
amine the locations, which correspond to those of the lateral
changes observed in the rms velocity from HOVA (yellow-shaded
areas A to F in Figure 5a). Interestingly, we recognize disturbances/
discontinuities along reflection horizon Refl.2 and less clear ones
along horizon Refl.1. The structural disturbances along Refl.2 ap-
pear as fault segmentations. It is likely that in the shallower region
(till horizon Refl.1), which is made of low-strength muds, the earth-
quake faulting-related deformation causes typical soft-sediment de-
formation dominated by fluid flow and liquefaction, and no sharp
displacements of the layer boundary. This is possibly the reason
why we observe for Refl.1 lateral changes in the rms velocity (Fig-
ure 5b and 5c) but little displacement in the layer boundary as seen
in the stacked section. At depths below horizon Refl.1, the soil be-
comes silty and the soft-sediment deformation pattern is less con-
spicuous. We indeed notice more structural disturbances in Refl.2
(Figures 3a and 4a), but less-conspicuous lateral changes in the rms
velocity (Figure 5c).
Similar search is made on the S-wave reflection section at site

CDR (Figure 4). At locations A to E (Figure 6b–6d), in which we
notice apparent changes in HOVA rms velocity, we also distinguish
discontinuities in the main reflection horizons — Refl.1, Refl.2,
and Refl.3 (Figures 4 and 6a). The lateral disturbances in the
stacked horizon are clearer for Refl.2 than for Refl.1, similar to
the VFX site. For horizon Refl.3, the discontinuities are unclear.
Note that, similar to the VFX data set, the changes in the rms veloc-
ity from HOVA are clearer for horizon Refl.1 than for Refl.2 and
Refl.3, which possibly implies a more substantial soft-sediment de-
formation at the shallow depths consisting of soft mud, than at the
deeper, more compacted, silty layers.

Diffractions in the unmigrated stacked sections

Figures 3a, 4a and 3b, 4b show, respectively, the unmigrated and
migrated stacked sections for the VFX and CDR sites, respectively.
Unlike in the migrated section (Figures 3b and 4b), the unmigrated
sections (Figures 3a and4a) suggest the presence of aligned dif-
fracted energy and disruptions. These have been marked by dotted
ellipses. Such alignment of diffractions is more distinct at the VFX
site than at the CDR site. Note that the locations of these identified
zones of aligned seismic diffractions in the stacked section gener-
ally coincide with the location of the observed steplike changes in
the lateral distribution of the rms velocity along the primary reflec-
tors as estimated by HOVA (Figures 5 and 6).

Discontinuity in COG

Figure 7a and 7b shows COG for the VFX and CDR sites, re-
spectively. A careful look at the VFX gathers reveals consistent dis-
continuities (undulations, breaks, amplitude changes) in the primary
reflections at several locations (marked by dashed ellipses), which
generally coincide with the locations of anomalies detected in
HOVA (Figures 5 and 6) and stacked sections (Figures 3 and 4).

Discontinuity in reflection moveout in shot gathers

Next, we examine the moveout of the primary reflection events in
the shot gathers. Figure 8a shows four typical raw shot gathers from

Figure 7. Typical COG for (a) VFX, (b) CDR S-wave reflection
data sets. Common source-receiver offsets are marked. Presence
of discontinuities and disturbances in the main reflections horizons
is marked by dotted ellipses. Letters A to F show the field locations
where steplike changes were detected in HOVA (Figures 5 and 6).
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the VFX site. Note the clear discontinuities in the reflections move-
outs, marked by dashed-line arrows. Interestingly, the location of a
seismogenic-faulting-related disturbed zone as interpreted in Fig-
ures 5 and 6 is about halfway between the source location and
the receiver location corresponding to the discontinuity. As noticed
earlier, the discontinuities are more conspicuous for the reflection
event corresponding to Refl.2 than that corresponding to the shal-
lower horizon Refl.1. Figure 8b shows similar results in represen-
tative shot gathers from the CDR site. Here, the discontinuities are
less prominent due to a much lower S/N.

Backscattered and diffracted arrivals in shot gathers

A careful look at the shot gathers shown in Figure 8a and 8b
reveals also the presence of backscattered energy (marked by con-
tinuous-line arrows), with negative velocity in the space-time do-
main. Such backscattered energy might appear if subvertical fault
segments or disturbed zones are present in the subsoil. Also, dif-
fractions resulting from abrupt layer terminations against the fault
segments and from the internal structures of the fault are expected
because the anticipated structural variations are of the order of the
seismic wavelength. Such backscattered and diffracted arrivals are
visible in many shot gathers. They are more easily identifiable at
VFX than at CDR because of more noise in the latter data set. This
backscattered/diffracted energy is more notice-
able at larger times (below 400 ms at both sites).
This is possibly due to greater displacements
across the fault segments at greater depths. An
interpretation of such events, however, requires
forward modeling of the seismic wavefield.

FORWARD MODELING OF S-WAVE
REFLECTION DATA CONSIDERING

MULTIPLE DISTURBED ZONES
PRESENT IN SOIL

Forward modeling has been performed using
the same acquisition parameters as in field ex-
periments. In forward modeling, for simplicity, at
first one single disturbed zone is embedded ver-
tically in a four-layered model. S-wave velocity
is assigned based on interval velocity estimated
from the stacking velocities. The disturbed zone
has a limited (1.5 m) lateral extent, the VS in this
zone is 10%–20% less than the background
layers, in agreement with the velocity changes ob-
served in the result of HOVA (Figures 5 and 6).
The narrow disturbed zone extends from the sur-
face to 30 m depth (Figure 9a). Note that there is
no vertical displacement in the layer boundaries
across the disturbed zone. This is to mimic the
local emplacement in soil of a fluidized, low-
velocity soil material, representing typical seismo-
genic soft-sediment deformation. As in field ex-
periments, 48 geophones are positioned along a
line, with 75 cm spacing between geophones. A
Ricker wavelet of 40 Hz center frequency is used
as the source wavelet, as this resulted in a maxi-
mum frequency of 110 Hz and the frequency con-
tent in the field data ranging between 30 and

90 Hz, although much of the signal energy was in 50–80 Hz range.
The synthetic shot gather for a crossline shear source is calculated
using an elastic finite-difference code (Thorbecke and Draganov,
2011). The four-layered model is constructed based on borehole in-
formation and the known stratigraphy of the Holocene alluvium in
this area (Vis and Kasse, 2009).
Figure 9a and 9b illustrates schematically, for the four-layered

model containing a vertical disturbed zone, the ray paths for re-
flected, and backscattered seismic events, respectively. Figure 9c
shows the synthetic shot gather for the four-layered model when
there is no disturbed zone. The direct wave is marked as dw and the
surface wave train as sw. The primary reflections are marked as a1,
a2, and a3. A multiple reflection inside the third layer (velocity of
135 m∕s) has also been identified (a4). Figure 9d shows the syn-
thetic shot gather when a vertical fault segment or a disturbed zone
is present. The location of the fault segment is marked (arrow) on
the upper margin of Figure 9d. Note the arrival of backscattered
events — b1, b2, and b3, etc., which are remarkably similar to
what we notice in the observed shot gathers in field at VFX and
CDR sites (Figure 8a and 8b). We can also notice that in Figure 9c
(shot gather with no fault segment present) that there are slight un-
dulations in the moveout of the reflection events. However, these are
smaller than the undulations visible in Figure 9d. The small ampli-

Figure 8. Representative shot gathers showing discontinuity or undulation (dashed-line
arrows) in the reflection moveout in: (a) VFX data and (b) CDR data. Letters A to F
mark field locations where steplike changes in HOVA and disturbances in the main re-
flection horizons in the stacked section were found (Figures 5 and 6). Arrows (black)
with solid line show indications of backscattered arrivals. Arrows (dark gray) with
dashed line mark discontinuities in reflection moveout.
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tude of the undulation in the reflection moveout in Figure 9d is due
to the limited width of the fault segment and no vertical displace-
ment (throw) of layer boundaries in our model. The undulations/
breaks in the reflection moveout in Figure 9d are less prominent
than those noticed in the field shot gathers (Figure 8) and in more
realistic, synthetic shot gathers to be illustrated later on.
We have not experimented with the dip of the disturbed zone to

reproduce the exact orientation (i.e., velocity) of the backscattered
energy because this was not our goal. Notice that the undulation and
disturbance in the moveout of the primary reflection events (marked
by arrows in Figure 9d) also resemble with what we notice in the
field data (Figure 8a and 8b). Small-amplitude diffraction-like
events are visible in field and synthetic shot gathers around the fault
segment. Modeling with several fault segments with varying

width and velocity contrast shows that these events are indeed dif-
fractions.
These modeling results are crucial to attach confidence to the in-

terpreted expressions of shallow fault segments or disturbed zones
in the S-wave reflection data (Figures 5–8). However, a more rig-
orous check should consider the presence of multiple fault segments
or disturbed zones and investigate if the appearance of the different
events in different shot gathers in the field data can sufficiently be
explained. The evidences detected in shallow S-wave reflection data
at the VFX and CDR sites are discussed in the previous section.
Based on these evidences, the location, thickness, and depth of the
disturbed zones in a composite 2D model are assigned. Figure 10a
and 10b shows the 2D models for VFX and CDR, respectively. The
thickness and depth of the disturbed zones conform with the general
observations made on outcrops and trenches in the Iberian Penin-
sula and other comparable tectonic settings (e.g., Cabral et al., 2004;
D’Amato et al., 2009; Rockwell et al., 2009). The acquisition geom-
etry and the location of seismic source and receiver are identical
between field and synthetic tests.
Figure 11a shows the field shot gathers for four different source

locations along the seismic line at the VFX site (same shot gathers
as in Figure 8a). The backscattered and diffracted events in these
shot gathers are marked by black (continuous-line) arrows. Fig-
ure 11b shows the synthetic shots gathers with source and receivers

Figure 9. (a) A four-layered soil model with a vertically emplaced,
local disturbed zone. The numbers indicate S-wave velocities in
m∕s. Reflected waves from soil layers transmitted through the dis-
turbed zone may be recorded in receivers R1, R2, and R3. The ray
bending at the low-velocity-disturbed zone will cause undulation in
reflection moveout. (b) Reflected (backscattered) energy at the dis-
turbed zone may arrive at receivers R1 and R2. (c) Synthetic shot
gather for the same four-layered model as in (a and b) but without
the disturbed zone; dw is direct wave; sw is the surface wave train;
and a1, a2, a3, and a4 are reflections, which match well with ob-
servations in the field data (see Figure 8a). (d) Synthetic shot gather
for the same model but with the disturbed zone; b1, b2, and b3 show
backscattered arrivals; u1, u2, and u3 mark undulations in the re-
flection moveout, similar to observation in the field data (see Fig-
ure 8). Several diffracted arrivals (df) from the disturbed zone can be
identified; and FS (arrow on the top margin in [d]) indicates the fault
segment location.

Figure 10. Model with multiple disturbed zones or fault segments
at the (a) VFX site and (b) CDR site. Location and width of the
disturbed zones are assigned based on observed disturbances in
field S-wave reflection data (Figures 5 to 8).
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located at the same positions as for the field gath-
ers in Figure 11a, for the model containing multi-
ple disturbed zones as shown in Figure 10a. It is
evident at first sight that many of the backscat-
tered/diffracted arrivals are positioned similarly
between field and synthetic shot gathers (see
continuous-line arrows in Figure 11). As men-
tioned earlier, we have not experimented with
the dip of the disturbed zones, but nevertheless
the appearance of similar scattered events in
the synthetic data is striking. Note also that
not only the scattered energy but the location
of the discontinuities in the reflection moveout
also generally matches between field and syn-
thetic shot gathers (marked by dashed-line
arrows).
Figure 12 shows the field and modeled shot

gathers for the CDR site. The model shown in
Figure 10b is used in synthetic seismogram gen-
eration. Here too, the source and receivers are
identically located between field and synthetic
tests. The field data are noisier for CDR com-
pared to VFX. The field shot gathers are, there-
fore, top muted to highlight the reflections and
the scattered events. We mark the backscattered
arrivals (continuous-line arrows) and the discon-
tinuities in the reflection moveout (dashed-line
arrows) that resemble between field and syn-
thetic shot gathers.
Using the modeled shot gathers, we produced

synthetic stacked sections for the VFX and CDR
sites, using identical processing steps as those
applied to field data. The results are presented in
Figure 13a and 13b, respectively. Note that the
last interface of the CDR model shown in Fig-
ure 10b corresponds to the event (Refl.3) at ap-
proximately 500 ms two-way time in the field
data, and there is no other interface beyond this
time in our model. This explains why we do not
see any reflector below Refl.3 in the modeled
stacked section, unlike in the field section.
Figure 13 illustrates that the main structural

features of the field stacked section are well-re-
produced in the synthetic sections. This is note-
worthy, considering the simplicity of the model
used. Dotted ellipses in Figure 13 mark the loca-
tion of features associated with the presence of
the fault segments, which are visible in field
and synthetic sections. Some discrepancy in the
appearance of backscattered/diffracted energy
between field and modeled data sets will be dis-
cussed in the “Discussion” section.

DISCUSSION

It is remarkable that with a simple model of
narrow vertical segments of disturbances em-
placed in horizontally lying soil layers, we could
reproduce the key characteristics of the disturb-
ances observed in the S-wave seismic wavefield.

Figure 11. Observed and modeled shot gathers at VFX site: (a) Field shot gathers (same
as in Figure 8b) with backscattered and diffracted energy marked by continuous-line
(black) arrows and discontinuities in the main reflection moveouts shown by dashed-line
(dark gray) arrows. (b) Synthetic shot gathers for a subsoil model with multiple disturbed
zones as shown in Figure 10a.

Figure 12. Observed and modeled shot gathers at CDR site: (a) Field shot gathers (same
as in Figure 8b) with backscattered and diffracted energy marked by continuous-line
(black) arrows and discontinuities in main reflection moveout shown by dashed-line
(dark gray) arrows, (b) Synthetic shot gathers for a subsoil model with multiple dis-
turbed zones as shown in Figure 10b.
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In our model, there is no vertical discontinuity in the layer boun-
daries across a fault segment or a disturbed zone. There are only
vertically emplaced low-velocity areas to grossly mimic the
fluid-bearing zones in soil that have undergone ductile deformation
due to earthquake-induced ground motion, such as those illustrated
in Figure 1. These low-velocity fault segments have a constant
velocity gradient with depth, to keep the velocity contrast with ad-
jacent sediments constant. This would correspond to the field sit-
uation, as the overburden stress increases with depth. The general
resemblance between the modeled and the field shot gathers is, not-
withstanding, quite good. This indicates that the interpretation of
the evidences of soft-sediment deformation in seismic reflection
data is generally valid. Finding six different evidences, some of
them being mutually related, for the presence of locally disturbed
zones in soil, together with the good match between field and syn-
thetic shot gathers, increase the confidence in interpretation.
We have checked the effect of static correction on any of the con-

sistent features in the seismic data that we consider as an expression
of damage/deformation segments in the shallow subsoil. We find
that the observed conspicuous features in field data cannot be ex-
plained by near-surface effects. The sharp disturbances found in the
data are also not compatible with larger-wavelength lithological

changes that are common in the alluvium in this region as found
in well data, such as the presence of sand lenses that are a few meter
thick and several tens of meters long. The GPR data recently acquired
at a site located 1 km north of the CDR site could establish evidences
of faulting in the Holocene alluvium, supporting our interpretation.
All six evidences that we have shown are not mutually independent.
They are all caused by local alterations in seismic velocity and/or
structure. However, their simultaneous observation at a given location
is especially meaningful. Some causes may contribute to all of these
features, whereas others contribute to a part of them.
In our model, we have assigned 10%–20% velocity reduction in

the disturbed zone compared to the surrounding. In case of faults in
compacted formations or in hard rocks at greater depths, the defor-
mation is brittle and the rock is generally heavily damaged in the
shear zones. The velocity reduction in such fault zones can be as high
as 50% (e.g., Kuwahara and Ito, 2002; Cochran et al., 2009). In our
study area, the deformation of water-saturated, unconsolidated
clayey sediments will have a plastic behavior, and the velocity
reduction is expected to be much less. The velocity reduction in this
case happens due to mechanisms such as intrusion of liquefied sand
along weak zones, mixing, and wedgelike penetration of material
with different hydromechanical properties. This type of deformation

occurs in association with liquefaction, which was
reported in this area during the 1909, 1858, 1755,
and 1531 earthquakes (Johnston and Kanter,
1990; Mendes-Victor et al., 1994, 2009; Cabral
et al., 2004). We notice indeed 10%–20% velocity
reduction in the result of HOVA analysis. At a
greater depth, the effect of repeated occurrence
of earthquake-induced ground shaking can be
responsible for a greater reduction in seismic
velocity in a disturbed zone than at a shallow
depth region, which has experienced relatively
less number of earthquakes. Therefore, it is pos-
sible to use the detected velocity reduction as a
means to evaluate the state of a damaged zone.
The interpreted width of a disturbed zone in

this study is very small compared to large,
regional fault zones, which may extend to several
kilometers (Nielsen et al., 1998, 2005; Cochran
et al., 2009). However, here, we are dealing with
individual, localized damaged zones, or fault seg-
ments, which, according to previous trench data,
have a typical width of 0.2 –1 m (e.g., Perea et al.,
2003; Ferry et al., 2005; Rockwell et al., 2009).
At greater depths, cumulative slip may generate
Euclidean-type geometry (planar or tabular faults,
with smoothly varying properties in a continuum,
Fung, 1977) for faults with a greater width (Ben-
Zion and Sammis, 2003). Trench data have also
shown that typical shallow faults in the intraplate
low-slip-rate regions such as Portugal, Spain,
the Rhine-Graben, or Mongolia have generally
steeply dipping fault planes (e.g., Perea et al.,
2003; Ferry et al., 2005; Rockwell et al., 2009).
This supports the assumption made here.
The emplacement of multiple disturbed zones

in the model based on field evidences and the
good match between field and observed shot

Figure 13. Field (above) and synthetic (below) unmigrated stacked sections for (a) VFX
and (b) CDR sites. The models, containing multiple fault segments, which are used to
produce the synthetic stacked sections are shown in Figure 10. The synthetic sections
were obtained using a similar processing flow as the field data. Dotted ellipses mark
areas suggesting the presence of faulting-related disturbances.
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gathers at different locations is a check of the interpretation. Simple
vertical disturbed zones and planar interfaces were used in the
model. Not all the evidences — discontinuities in the reflection
moveout, backscattered arrivals, and aligned diffractions that we
see in the synthetic data are equally clear in field data. We have
marked only a few that are evident and that can explain that these
features can be produced in the seismic wavefield in case earth-
quake-shaking-induced disturbed zones are present, hidden in the
shallow subsoil. Because a full inversion of the recorded wavefield
is not performed to obtain the subsurface model, our forward model,
by no means, presents a complete/accurate picture of the subsurface.
Not all scattered events present in the synthetic shot gathers and
stacked section are present in the field shot gathers and the stacked
sections, and vice versa. This is due to the complexity of real fault
branching that is not addressed in the simple modeling carried out
here. The train of dispersive surface waves at VFX has a greater am-
plitude in synthetic data than in field data. The single value for seis-
mic attenuation that we assumed for the whole model space does not
represent the relatively compacted top soil layer at this site.
As stated earlier, in this research, we attempted detection of fault

segments (branches) with minimal throws and shaking-induced ductile
deformation in soft soil, such as intruded materials from below, which
are at the limit of temporal seismic resolution (approximately 0.5 m in
our data). The results presented here show that the velocity field con-
tains information with resolution exceeding that in the stacked section,
as also reported earlier (Ghose and Goudswaard, 2004).
Detecting the evidence of soft-sediment deformation in the shal-

low seismic reflection data is a challenging task, especially when
the deformation is highly localized. The approach presented in this
paper offers a possibility to meet this challenge. As a next step, one
can consider performing an inversion, minimizing the difference
between field and synthetic data sets to obtain more accurate values
for the dip and the location of the disturbed zones.

CONCLUSIONS

Compared to the detection of faulting-induced major displace-
ments of geologic boundaries, the detection of ductile, soft-sedi-
ment deformation, or damaged zones in soil due to earthquake-
induced ground shaking is more difficult in the shallow seismic re-
flection data. This is primarily because the soft-sediment deforma-
tions generally do not create a sharp lateral change in a geologic
boundary, but they rather result in localized grain reorganization,
material mixing, and subtle fluid-flow-induced structures. A priori
detection of seismogenic disturbed zones hidden in soil cover is
important for probabilistic evaluation of earthquake occurrences, in
seismic site characterization studies, and for hydrogeologic and en-
gineering considerations.
We found that, for recognizing and interpreting the presence of

such disturbances in the shallow seismic reflection data, identifica-
tion of multiple evidences in the data and confirmation of them
through simple but careful forward modeling lead to an effective
and reliable exploration approach. The use of S-waves in the uncon-
solidated soil is advantageous not only because of the high resolu-
tion due to the low velocity of S-waves in soft soils, but also because
of the high sensitivity of S-waves to subtle changes in the soil. Lat-
eral variation of VS can be a key diagnostic in identifying earth-
quake-motion-induced disturbed zones in the shallow subsoil.
We found six different evidences of soft-sediment deformation in

the shallow S-wave reflection data at VFX and CDR sites in Por-

tugal. These evidences are (1) local changes in the semblance veloc-
ity determined by automatic HOVA of the primary reflection events,
(2) disturbances or discontinuities in the primary reflection horizons
in the stacked section, (3) aligned diffractions identified in the
unmigrated stacked sections, (4) pronounced discontinuity or undu-
lation in the main reflectors in the COG, (5) discontinuity or undu-
lation in reflection moveout in common-source or shot gathers, and
(6) prominent backscattered arrivals and diffractions from the fault
segment or the disturbed zone visible in the shot gathers. Although
all of these six evidences do not manifest equally clearly at every
location, they are all recognizable at each location where earth-
quake-motion-induced disturbances are interpreted.
To verify these interpretations, we have performed forward model-

ing and have compared those evidences between field shot gathers and
synthetic shot gathers. In synthetic modeling, the parameters were the
same as in field seismic acquisition. Multiple disturbed zones at dif-
ferent locations in each site, as interpreted in S-wave seismic reflec-
tion data, are included in the model. In the disturbed zones in model,
the assigned S-wave velocity is 10%–20% less than the background
velocity, as found in the semblance velocity analysis. It is remarkable
that with this simple model consisting of localized disturbed zones or
fault segments (as interpreted in field data) vertically emplaced in
horizontally lying soil layers, we can reproduce the main observed
features in the seismic shot gathers. The good match between ob-
served and modeled shot gathers at different locations and between
real-data and synthetic stacked sections supports the interpretation.
The approach presented here, involving use of S-waves, identifica-

tion of multiple evidences in the shallow seismic reflection data, and
further appraisal through realistic forward modeling, should be useful
in different seismically active, soil-covered areas in the world.
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